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MUST WE AGE?   We know what types of damage accumulate in our body, and we are moving
quickly toward the comprehensive advancement of technologies to eliminate that damage.   A
long life in a wholesome, vigorous, youthful body is definitely one of humanity's biggest dreams.
Aubrey de Grey is perhaps the most bullish of most such researchers.     They describe that the
ageing of our body, just like the aging of man-made machines, results from a build up of varied
types of damage. Almost all scientists who research the biology of maturing concur that we will
someday be able to substantially gradual down growing older, extending our productive,
youthful lives. Dr. Latest progress in genetic manipulations and calorie-restricted diets in
laboratory pets hold forth the guarantee that someday science will enable us to exert total
control over our own biological ageing. As provides been reported in media outlets ranging from
60 Moments to THE BRAND NEW York Occasions, Dr.  de Grey believes that the key biomedical
technology required to get rid of aging-derived debilitation and loss of life entirely--technology
that would not merely gradual but periodically reverse age-related physiological decay, departing
us biologically young into an indefinite future--is now at your fingertips.In Ending Aging, Dr. de
Grey and his study assistant Michael Rae describe the details of the biotechnology.   By
demystifying ageing and its postponement for the nonspecialist reader, de Grey and Rae
systematically dismantle the fatalist presumption that maturing will permanently defeat the
efforts of medical technology.    Much like man-made machines, this harm can periodically end
up being repaired, leading to indefinite expansion of the machine's completely functional
lifetime, just as is routinely finished with classic cars.
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After scanning this - I sent him cash for research A very important book.. All age-related health
conditions (cancer, alzheimer's, heart disease)are actually only caused by the component cells
deteriorating2. There are 7 ways that our cells deteriorate A. There are already biotechnology
companies that are working on drugs that focus on glycation endproducts, you'll be able to undo
the glycation damage, further research is needed before all types of glycation are fixed, but it is
merely a matter of time and money. Ending Aging consumes all the data, points out the
limitations of it's own theories, builds a framework of thinking in which you can plan out a study
strategy that isn't about ageing gracefully, isn't about more life inside our years, but is really
about taking a comprehensive method of putting maturing in the same dustbin of background
that we've currently placed tetanus, polio, small pox and a large number of other previous
scourges of humanity. Aubrey de Grey is a rare combination of head in the stratosphere, feet on
the floor exclusive thinker. Yes, I agree, except I didn't need to read a book on it.Aubry de Grey
makes a obvious, very well reasoned argument for a comprehensive group of 7 ways our bodies
age (in the cellular level) and how aging boosts our susceptibility to the diseases we develop in
old age. A comprehensive plan to completely reverse the effects of aging may change this. It has
been about a decade or so since this book's launch, and since then, a considerable amount of
progress has been manufactured in both research and credibility. His understanding in the field
of biology is definitely unquestionable and his tips have persisted through many issues to them..
A font of superfluous information We am disappointed in this publication. I believe his analysis
on using adult versus embryonic stem cells ought to be updated to reflect the science of days
gone by decade, but the rest seems to be updated. By default, I am skeptical about anti-aging
methods or claims of some sort of fountain of youth. I am happy to have obtained this
publication. Aubrey de Grey’s Ending Ageing: The Rejuvenation Breakthroughs that Could
Reverse Human Aging in Our Lifetime (2007), it was an accessible launch to the biology of aging,
and a way that it might be defeated. Accessible book, however, not light about the science. I’ve
heard de Gray’s idea on a podcast, and viewed his TED talk. for senescent cells removal).
However, despite the fact that I am extremely interesting for the reason that man later on will
understand, and manage, anything concerning how the body really works, then against this I
actually discover an unbalance when at the same searching at the overpopulation on the Earth.
After reading the book, I think it is a plausible arrange for a procedure for reverse the
consequences of aging. One of the most important scientific tips of our generation.The central
assumption of the book is that aging may be the accumulation of seven types of
harm:Mitochondrial DNA mutationsNuclear DNA mutationsIntercellular junk (e.All of the types of
damage but (6) seemed relatively straightfoward to resolve. lipofuscin)Extracellular junk (e.
Three Stars Too wordy Aging is an awful disease. beta amyloids)Glycation (stiffens tissues leading
to stroke, heart disease, etc. Good introduction to aging study.The problem with making all your
cells immortal is that cancer will eventually win.3 billon inhabitants. More scientists ought to be
goal-oriented this way rather than merely reporting on nature. His solution, as a result, is to
manipulate the underlying mechanisms of maturing at the cellar level, rather than to get heavily
in diseases after they’ve manifested. The problem of aging is definitely the most important
problem humanity faces today, hands down. This is often fixed by saving a duplicate of the
mitochondria DNA in the cell nucleus, where it is about 100 situations less likely to mutate. Some
types of algae already do this, so it isn't without precedent.A fascinating one is (5), or glycation,
which may be the process that leads to the gradual stiffening of cells. Since cancerous cells’ DNA
keeps getting it’s telomere’s restored, they can reproduce indefinitely, this is the main risk of
cancer, it can grow forever, until it disturbs its surroundings (your healthy tissue). how this



happens B.g. It resisted time very well, and now it really is stronger than ever, as much remedies
outlined in this reserve are spawning companies (thanks a lot also to the research produced at
SENS, the author's non revenue) and human clinical trials are under way (Eg. Assuming the rest
of the types of damage are satisfactorily solved, cancers continues to be a big problem. To keep a
human healthy indefinitely, you’d have to prevent cancer growth. There are various types of
cancer, and within cancers there are several types of cells, however they all possess something in
common. Then, to solve the problem of your cells running out of telomeres, brand-new stem
cells could possibly be built with a copy of your DNA (minus the gene for telemorase), and you
could top off your stem cell source every 5-10 years. Glucose in the blood sometimes sticks to
proteins and causes them to tangle up, this is what occurs with caramelization, but at a much
slower rate.Aubrey de Grey includes a solution for this, nonetheless it is the most extreme of the
reserve: Remove all telemorase genes from all cells of the human body. This means that the
remaining human body only last about a decade.. They have an active telemorase enzyme, which
can be what replenishes the telomeres (segments of junk DNA at either end, which shorten with
every cell division).g. By producing all your cells mortal, actually cancerous ones, you can
continue steadily to get SENS therapy until you no longer want to stay alive. If aging is definitely
the sum of those 7 types of harm, then this panel of therapies will enable humans to live
indefinite youthful lifespans.So it appears possible to keep humans alive so long as they want to
live, and stop the decay and the eventual death of the body. That is fantastic, as the majority of
healthcare spending is because of this decay..There exists a follow-up question that the book
didn’t address, nonetheless it was beyond your scope of the book, so I’ll address it here: [. If
SENS (or something like it) could be developed afforably, it would save nations trillions of dollars
in health care and social security spending, along with give people the decision to live for
centuries. In addition, Aubry de Grey in addition has produced contributions to the fields of AI,
and has, solved some longstanding mathematical problems.] Great publication! I’ll summarize
the theory and highlight some points from the book that weren’t covered in de Gray’s TED chat
or podcast interview.Another example is normally (1), he explained how mitochondria, which
generate energy in the cells, have their very own DNA, and they produce lots of reactive
byproducts that harm the mitochondria’s own DNA. Dr. 10 years later more powerful than ever
This book, that now has 10 years, outlines the approach that now could be being revealed to be
the very best someone to put aging under medical control. For instance, number (7) can be
treated through the use of stem cells to replace the lost cells, this has already been
demonstrated to work, but there are political hurdles to stem cell study. Great book! How to
Engineer the finish of the consequences of aging, even before Science fully solves the processes.
We can research how exactly to maintain our cells, like we maintain an automobile,4.The world is
filled up with those who have grandiose thoughts but a complete unwillingness to do the leg
work to check on the research that could make their thoughts scientific method test of, "Does it
fit the data." In fact it is filled with individuals who cherry pick only the data that suits their
theory. The world also has ample share of individuals who treat data as though there is no bigger
picture, that the just valid ideas are the ones that are there at ground level.Ending Ageing doesn't
take either of those 3 well-worn paths. how we need to cope with each one of the 7
methods3.Ending maturing is both bold and reasonable, both wide brush strokes and deep dive.
Ending ageing isn't light reading. It's not a plan to follow some past paleo, organic guru whiz-
bang notion. It is rather a credible, well-planned plan to strike aging at it's most vulnerable stage,
the addressable end products of growing older."Ant-Aging: offers been aproached scientifically
before. "Ending Aging" may be the first book to use engineering perspectives and disciplines to



the procedure of ageing. Engineering isn't performed by mastering every trait, but by bounding
problems within a tolerance level where predictability can be done. It really is this new idea that
makes ending aging a breakthrough watershed book in the field.He rarely strays from scientific
claims, and just occasionally makes claims about the timelines for his suggestions. He wrote of
seven areas of aging and sensed that if these were separately addressed aging could be either
reversed or slowed. In Thailand from 6+ million in 1900 to now nearly 70 million. However, a
warning: this reserve is an extremely hard read for the average reader. It appeared to be
primarily a rant about situations and attitudes that have stood in the way of anti aging study.
Refutes the arguments against closing aging (eg population, etc) Aubry de Grey includes a
particular skill for mixing hard science with Silicon Valley’s techno-optimism I believe that is an
amazingly important book, and I desire that the methodology explored in this book received
more attention. Extremely popular recent scientific papers, as "The Hallmarks of Aging" (2013)
are proposing the same approach that is talked about in this landmark reserve. I held reading
but didn't find them. Thanks a lot for the invitation to shake the hands, out there later on. As you
see in my own introduction, I am replaying back again to the finishing composing there
ultimately of the book (part 339).The plan is referred to as SENS (Approaches for Engineered
Negligible Senescence). Look at how man, though out background, repeatedly, badly has were
able to deal with the inventions/discoveries, which we got in our hands. For example, there for
about 200+ years ago, whenever we then started to solve many until then incurable diseases.
Especially, that this now almost all newborn to develop up. For example, then in Denmark the
population increasing from 0.9 million in 1850 to 5 million in 1950. OK. And how Galbraith, when
in 1961-63, while ambassador in India, where there then lived less, 500 million, and diseases
now was healed, warned about how to prevent this increasing, with just children in each family
members. But the government didn’t listen, and now there are 1. tumor)Cells dying when they
aren't supposed toEach of these types of harm is covered in detail in the reserve, along with a
number of feasible solutions.)Cells not dying if they are supposed to (e. I simply finished reading
Dr. It was very interesting to learn what kind of cell damage happens as people age. Requires a
basic knowledge of cell biology, but worth it for those looking to progress understanding of the
aging process. Amazing read that has given my tips as to how exactly to improve my health and
longevity which can be invaluable if you ask me. And in what ways could that be done? You'll
want a basic knowledge of cell biology and you may still need to google some words, but
worthwhile!g. This reserve sheds light on how we .Basically, explains:1. Since nuclear DNA
mutations are inevitable, and sometimes lead to cancers, having all your cells struggle to
replenish their telomeres means that all cancers would eventually hit a wall structure (after
about 50 cell divisions). Aging is a horrible illness. This publication sheds light on what we would
start getting aging under medical control.Aubry de Grey has a particular skill for mixing hard
science with Silicon Valley’s techno-optimism, in just the right quantities. de Grey illustrates his
idea for engineering solutions around the ageing problem, and discusses biology and case
studies for some of the remaining parts of the book in support of the idea. It is (6) this is the
many troublesome. It sounded realistic, but I wanted for more information about the technology
to have a more informed opinion, therefore i read the book. Were there practical thoughts on
anti aging?
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